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I. Introduction
This paper provides a conceptualization of causation and dispositions on the grounds of a new view
of divine action. (We use ‘disposition’ generically to refer to what many are calling “active and passive causal
powers.” While the latter terms are of medieval origin, the concept is from Aristotle (äõíÜìåéò, potentiality).1
Dispositional explanations were commonplace in the eighteenth century and after the decline of positivism,
the notions were revived in the twentieth-century by theists and non-theists alike.2) Even though theistic
philosophers and metaphysically-interested theistic scientists agree that God created, sustains, and
providentially governs the world, they disagree over how to understand divine sustaining action in relation
to causation. By extension, they disagree regarding other concepts representing dynamic phenomena such
as disposition and law of nature. At least since the 13th century the major competing theories among Christian
theologians and philosophers have been (and remain) concurrentism and occasionalism. Concurrentism adopts
Aristotle’s distinction between primary and secondary causation, holding that God (the primary cause)
somehow co-operates with secondary causes. Occasionalism holds that the only real causes are God’s
immediate, existence-conferring volitions, holding that apparent causes are really ‘occasions’ for God to bring
about effects.3 The secondary aim of this paper is to advance the debate by providing an alternative.
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The plan of the paper
In section II of this paper an alternative view of divine action is presented, which we call Divine
Compositionalism.4 We briefly describe the five-category ontology it presupposes. Taking cues from recent
work asserting the dispositional nature of phenomena at the quantum level, we then describe in section III
a concept of an event and a necessitarian view of causation consistent with scientific practice and with Divine
Compositionalism. In section IV we show how a dispositional property can be analyzed in terms of God’s
compositional, existence-conferring action according to his will or plan. Our view of divine action is a version
of occasionalism regarding physical causation only. In section V we then show how occasional causation can
be understood as the relation constituting a dispositional property. Finally, in section VI we summarize how
Divine Compositionalism satisfies other widely-recognized demands upon a theory of divine action and
respond to two objections.
We may perhaps best introduce Divine Compositionalism by saying something about
“compositionalism” and our ontological commitments.
II. Divine Compositionalism
compositionalism
Physical theories indicate that the universe is compositional and dynamic. As Burian and Trout
summarize it, “the world picture of contemporary science as best we understand it. . . is intensely hierarchical
and compositional without being easily treated by any of the old familiar accounts of reduction (emphasis
added).”5 Robert Disalle writes “Almost from the beginning of general relativity, mathematicians and
physicists [saw it as representing] the geometry of space-time as a function of the mass-energy distribution.
[Space time is] a dynamical structure whose states depend on the states of the matter and energy within it
(emphasis added).”6 But what accounts for these changing states of mass/energy? Mauro Dorato suggests, “it
is reasonable to follow [J. S.] Bell and assume that physical spacetime, [is to be] regarded as the set of all
“flashes,” or localizations, occurring at a precise location at a certain time.”7

On our view, such
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“localizations” are the elementary micro-creations of God, which—when combined in increasingly and
exceedingly complex ways—constitute the entire universe over time. In other words, this mass-energy
distribution—every state of every system in particular and in totality—at every moment is nothing other than
God’s co-ordinated acting according to plan. Hence, the name, “Divine Compositionalism.” Let us consider
this claim more closely from the “bottom up” so to speak.
Given the Ghirardi-Rimini-Weber (GRW) realist approaches to quantum mechanics (QM), every
macroscopic physical system exists at and only at every spontaneous collapse of its wave function ø, which
occurs approximately 107 discrete times per second.8 In Bell’s terms, a wave function collapse is a possible
state of a physical system being realized or “localized” at some time t. The system ceases to behave like a
wave at that moment.9 Alvin Plantinga brings God into this picture of wave function realism, saying that
It’s wholly in accord with these (spontaneous collapse) theories that, for any collapse and the
eigenstate that results, it is God who causes that state to result. Perhaps, then, all collapseoutcomes (as we might call them) are caused by God. If so, then between collapses, a system
evolves according to the Schrödinger equation, but when a collapse occurs, it is divine
agency that causes the specific collapse-outcome that ensues.10
But now one may ask: “Who or what causes or governs the evolution of the wave function in between
collapses? So, again, we come to the wave function itself. Is it objective or subjective? Does it represent the
physical state of the system or merely our information about the system?”11 We hypothesize that the wave
function is objective, but it represents neither the physical state of the system nor information about it.
Rather, it is a representation for a physical state of the system. We conjecture that, since the particle/wave
duality is compatible on a dispositional construal (discussed in the next section), then wave functions
themselves may be conceptualized as the range of options God has “in mind” for the localizations of a
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physical system over time.12 Assuming Planck-scale physics, we postulate that when God acts in sustaining
and providentially guiding the world—whether minimally (in-principle) at a Planck volume for a Planck
moment, or macroscopically (which we perceive in terms of objects, properties and relations), or
comprehensively—rendering the entire universe over some duration—God confers existence compositionally.
Therefore, when viewed (ultimately) as a dynamic, changing distribution of mass/energy or (from the
“bottom up”) as discrete, regular collapses of wave functions, the physical world is God’s acting.13 We observe
regularities or patterns of events and then we conceptualize these regularities as laws of nature, dispositions,
propensities, or physical mechanisms (e.g., non-random and random chemical and biological processes). We
also individuate objects (i.e., ‘substances’ if you are a neo-Aristotelian or ‘bits of matter’ if you are a physicalist)
having properties and standing in relations. However, on our proposal, all of these in reality are nothing but
the complex existence-conferring actions of God.14 This conjecture is developed further as the paper proceeds,
but first a little more should be said about the ontology of Divine Compositionalism.
ontology
This view of divine action reflects our five-category (non-Aristotelian, non-Platonic) ontology.15
Underlying all physical reality and interaction is only God, an ordered domain of possibilities, dispositions, forces,
and structures. The domain of possibilities is the content and extent of God’s awareness of the range of God’s
ability ad extra.16 One sequence of such possibilities is God’s composite plan for the universe, which we may
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refer to as, ‘the actual world.’17 The actual world is God’s representation for the universe, not of the universe.
It is one history out of a range of alternatives. Since our idea of ‘the actual world’ differs from standard usage
and is central to Divine Compositionalism, we should elaborate on it just a bit.
The component plans or representations constituting the actual world are ‘world states.’ Let an atomic
world state represent the content of a Planck cell (a 3-dimensional irregular hodon) at a Planck moment (a
chronon). A representation of the content of the entire universe at a Planck moment is a total world state.
It represents a discrete, irregular “cube” of simultaneity.18 A composite world state is any combination of
atomic world states without a regional or temporal gap. These are all representation for a physical state of
the universe.19
The ways God enacts his plan (i.e., confers existence) are mirrored in the latter three categories of our
ontology, which are dispositions, forces, structures. Dispositions (ontologically considered) may be construed
as God’s commitments to act on condition. The four forces (i.e., gravity, electromagnetism, the strong and the
weak nuclear forces)—are God’s ‘constant’ actings. A structure is God’s unifying, coordinated acting which
we perceive as a pattern of co-existence, as a simultaneous aspect of a physical system, or as the co-occurrence
of separate events.20 We postulate that every created thing and every fundamental concept of physical,
chemical, and biological science can be accounted for in terms of some combination of this five-category
ontology.21 If this conceptualization is on the right track, then we may say that what physical science studies
are the ways God’s confers existence according to plan. But we are not the first to say such things. As
Jonathan Edwards said in the 18th century, “. . . to find out the reasons of things in natural philosophy is only
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to find out the proportion of God’s acting.”22 As Isaac Newton said in the 17th century, “All that diversity of
natural things which we find suited to different times and places could arise from nothing but the ideas and
will of a Being, necessarily existing.”23 And as Herman Bavinck declared in the 20th century, “The whole
world is thus the realization of an idea of God.”24 We are merely attempting to rigorously develop these
inchoate intuitions.
III. A Metaphysics of Causation.
Cues from quantum theory
Recent work asserting the dispositional nature of phenomena at the quantum level suggests a
concept of an event and a necessitarian view of causation consistent with Divine Compositionalism. We will
briefly state the pertinent ideas. The first is that
(1) Dispositions (and propensities) are real; some are complex and some are irreducible.25
Dorato (2007) writes that “. . . dispositions in [Quantum Mechanics] are irreducible simply because there are
no categorical, non-dispositional properties to which they can be reduced.” 26 The second idea is that
(2) Particle/wave phenomena are alternative manifestations of dispositions.
As Dorato (2011) says “from a dispositional point of view, if we refer to a quantum entity, this duality is
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perfectly legitimate, because we can attribute the same particle at the same time (i.e., before measurement) a
disposition for a particle-like behaviour and a disposition for a wave-like behaviour.”27 This brings us to the
third thesis,
(3) A collapse of a wave function of a single particle system is therefore a manifestation of a real and
irreducible disposition.28
In section IV we will argue for the view, which we merely stated earlier, that dispositions (and propensities)
may be thought of as God’s commitments to act on condition according to plan.29 We infer that physicists
conceptualize as a collapse of a wave function may be thought of as God’s direct, existence-conferring
action.30 However, the expression “collapse of a wave function ” is ambiguous. Understood as a quantum
event it can on the one hand be taken as the process of changing from a multivalued superposition to a single
value, and on the other hand, as the outcome of such a process. We intend the expression “collapse of a wave
function ” to convey both ideas, namely that both the process and the outcome are God’s actions.31 We will
say more about this duality in just a moment.
Causation
With this brief description of Divine Compositionalism and these inferences from what quantum
physics suggests about irreducible dispositional properties as background, we are in a position to say
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something about our metaphysics of causation, in particular the so-called “causal” relata and the causal
connection.32 We take the relata to be events.33 In order to forestall mistaken inferences or unnecessary
criticism, we should clarify what we mean by ‘event.’ Given Divine Compositionalism, an event may be
characterized in four complementary ways. First, a non-elementary event may be viewed as a finite sequence
of discrete states of a physical system.34

This is an event understood physically or scientifically.35

Perceptually understood, an event just is a change in a physical system over a duration. The acorn becomes
an oak tree. The boulder warms as the sun shines upon it. Third, an event may be understood conceptually
as a manifesting disposition (fundamental or complex). The ionic bond of sodium chloride (NaCl) molecules
is an event that may be conceptualized as the dispositions of sodium and chlorine ions being manifested.
The complex biological process of protein synthesis is an event that may be conceptualized as a manifesting,
complex structure of dispositions. Finally, on our view, what we perceive as a change and conceive as a
manifesting disposition is really the acting/result of God’s compositionally-conferring existence to that physical
system over a sequence of moments.36 This is an event understood as it is in reality; as it is ontologically
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understood. This is what we think underlies the phenomena and theoretical entities of fundamental science.
To recapitulate, an event understood scientifically as a sequence of states of a physical system, understood
perceptually as a change, conceived as a manifesting complex of dispositional properties, is really God’s acting.37
Now that we have declared our view of events as causal relata, we are in a position to explain our view
of the causal relation or connection. There are two ideas at play here that are often conflated and are difficult
to conceptually separate. As we consider our (non-scientific) ordinary concept and experience of causation,
it seems to us to involve the production of some event by some earlier event.38 The two intertwined ideas are,
first, that there are apparently causal relations between events and, second, that that relation is the apparent
causing of an event. Ordinarily, we all believe that the vase falling on the tile floor “causes” it to break, that
smoking “causes” cancer, that the wind blowing against the trees “causes” them to bend. It looks to us as
though events cause other events. Furthermore, we all learn early on that not every pair of sequential events
stands in a causal relation. Our ability to discern and to discover these relations enable us to function in the
world. It grounds our scientific understanding and, of course, makes modern medicine possible. So, we have
come to expect and to look for the production in (or as) the causal relation. This standard two relata-one relation
model of causation seems to suggest that the apparent causal relation is the causing of the effect.39 This paper
is a wholesale rejection of this model.
Our alternative view of causation can be expressed in four theses. First, we affirm that some events
stand in an apparent ‘causal’ relation to others and some do not. Let the term ‘causal’ with quotes in the
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previous sentence denote our ordinary, common understanding and usage of the word, ‘causal.’ It appears
in quotes to preclude supposing that we treat this relation as the real causation. The apparently “causal”
relation between events is not the productive causation; it is not the causing, the producing, the bringing
about, or the making happen. The same point has been recently argued by Stephen Mumford and Rani Lill
Anjum who claim that “Causation should not then be understood as a relation between two events, but rather
as what makes an event occur.”40 We agree entirely, but what could it be that “makes an event occur”?
Bearing in mind that an event is the sequential existence of the states of a physical system, our second
thesis is that the productive causation---the real causing—of the event is simultaneous with the occurring of
the event.41 This may involve the completed transfer of energy or momentum, but it need not and when it
does the transfer is not the causing. Transfer of energy or momentum distinguishes a ‘causally’ related
sequence from a non-causally related sequence of states; it is indicative, but not explanatory. Third, the
causing, the producing, the bringing about, or the making happen is God’s existence-conferring action. Thus,
causation is not in nature; it grounds nature.42 Finally, the “causal” relation between events is a real relation
of necessity by virtue of the irresistibility of God’s conditional commitment. The productive causation is,
thus, not the necessitation. Events (as effects) are legitimately associated with events (as causes), because the
“causal” relation is a real relation. This is what is observed in “causal” relations, but it is not the real
productive causation.43 Thus, Divine Compositionalism accounts for both the necessity and regularity aspects
of our concept of causation: nothing can hinder God’s fulfilling his commitments (necessity) and God (almost)
always acts according to his commitments (regularity).44 Even though it seems to us that events cause events
(or states of systems cause other states), in reality—as both occasionalism and Divine Compositionalism
hold—causing is not really a brute, fundamental feature of nature. Causation is God’s compositionally
conferring existence according to his commitments—all of this is according to the actual world, which is God’s
plan.45 This explains why physical causation seems primitive or basic. Causation resists reductive analyses
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because it is not a productive relation by and of purely physical things.46
This account satisfies a condition that any adequate metaphysical account of causation must address.
As William Vallicella writes, “The idea is that a total causal explanation of an event cannot merely specify
the relations in which the explanandum-event [i.e., the effect] stands to other (typically prior) events [i.e., the
‘cause’], but must also explain the very existence or occurrence of the explanandum-event.”474
We are now in a position to put our proposal more technically. Some ontology has to be assumed
which would inform a metaphysics of causation in the first place. Divine Compositionalism does this and
entails that,
DEF cause (v.): A (discrete) event e1 “causes” event e2 just in case God’s co-ordinated,
existence-conferring act1 is event e1, which satisfies the set of initiating conditions attached
to God’s commitment to act2 on condition, and where such a divine, existence-conferring act2
is each sequential state of the relevant physical system picked out as e2.
There are several things to take note of here. First, these divine commitments—experienced, perceived, or
discovered by us as dispositions or laws of succession have ranges of manifestations and also thresholds and
degrees of initiating conditions. These commitments serve God’s larger purposes. Second, there usually are
several such commitments which together are relevant to the effect. Third, many (perhaps most, if not all)
of the regularities in God’s existence-conferring action (that is, those we refer to as laws, dispositions, and
mechanisms) involve a range of types of outcomes given a condition-satisfying event, so that (sometimes) it
cannot be predicted what particular outcome will obtain. This is consistent with Jason Colwell’s account of
apparent randomness: “God makes active decisions about each fundamentally random event in the
universe.”48 Fourth, note again the duality or complementarity of the divine act and its result here. If an
event is a sequence of states of a physical system, and causing is simultaneous with effect, then there is a
complementarity or duality of identity and result of God’s existence-conferring action. A close examination of
the issues involved in representing divine action will inexorably end here at this conclusion.
The Contiguity Objection against event-causation
This view of events renders our view immune to an important standard objection to event-causation.

46

Our view (at least in one respect) is contrary to Michael Rota’s scholastic anti-reductionism (SAR): “. . . the
relation of causation is a basic or primitive relation; it cannot be reduced to any other relation, or set of
relations, or any other ontological items whatsoever.” “. . . any instances of the relation of direct productive
causation are ontologically primitive, which is to say that instances of the direct production relation are a
fundamental feature of reality; they cannot be reduced to some set of more basic entities.” “SAR denies that
[causal] facts can be reduced to anything.” Michael Rota, “An Anti-reductionist Account of Singular
Causation,”The Monist 92.1 (2009), 138, 141.
47
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Anjum Chakravarty writes that, for any two events A and B, “for A to bring about B causally, not mediated
by other events, but directly, A and B must be contiguous in time. But A and B cannot be contiguous, because
time is dense. That is, between any two instants, say that at which A terminates and that at which B begins,
we can always find further instants. Therefore, it is impossible for successive events to be temporally
contiguous. Thus, A cannot cause B.”49 Note that this Contiguity Objection invokes two explicit premises. The
first is the premise that causally related events must be contiguous, and the second is time is dense.“ Divine
Compositionalism holds that time and space are discrete and that events standing in a ‘causal’ relation need
not be temporally or spatially contiguous. Their usually being so is incidental. The real, productive
causation is God’s existence-conferring action and the apparent causal connection is really God’s
commitment. The temporal and spatial contiguity of events are not conditions of causation on our view.
The Light-Cone Objection against simultaneity of cause and effect
Our view holds that the causing is simultaneous with the being caused. It might seem obvious by
definition alone, but this means that God’s creative action is the causation and it is the result. But someone
might object saying that “since no causal influence can travel faster than the speed of light, the set of pointinstant (or physically minimal) events that lie on or inside the past light cone of event e1 are the only ones which
stand in a possible causal relation to e1 as cause to effect. Likewise, the set of events that lie on or inside the
future light cone of e1 are the only ones which stand in a possible causal relation to e1 as effect to cause, since
productive causation really involves a ‘signal’ of some sort. Causal simultaneity is impossible for physically
minimal events.”
Here is our response. What the objector is referring to has to do with the ‘causal’ relation, not the
causing. On our view we must always ask: are the relata in question aspects of God’s commitment (i.e.,
realized world states observed as states of a physical system) or are they the causing and the being caused? The
lightcone has to do with the former, the ‘causal’ relation; the causing and the being caused is the collapse of a
photon’s wave function. The appearance of an intrinsic productive relation between events is really God’s
conditional commitment and the event caused (i.e. the ‘effect’) is God’s existence-conferring action.50 Thus, even
though it seems to us that event causation is brute, primitive, and unanalyzable, in reality—as both
occasionalism and Divine Compositionalism hold—physical causation is not really primitive. We perceive a
thing’s existence, but we cannot perceive God’s conferring its existence. This is why we cannot perceive the
causation. We infer it. Our position on events and causation is basic to our view of dispositions, which we
turn to next.

49

See Anjan Chakravartty, “Causal Realism: Events and Processes,” Erkenntnis 63 (2005), 7–31, and Hugh
McCann and Jonathan L. Kvanvig, “The Occasionalist Proselytizer: a Modified Catechism,”Philosophical
Perspectives, 5 (1991), 599.
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IV. Dispositional properties
There are four features of dispositions are crucial for a general understanding. First, we may
characterize a disposition, in general, as a state of being poised to do or be something (i.e., to effect a change (active)
or to be changed (passive). Some examples are the elasticity of a rubber band, the fragility of a vase, the solubility
of sugar, and the mass and charge of an electron. Second, the characteristic way a disposition is expressed is
called its manifestation. Shattering is a manifestation of fragility; dissolving is the manifestation of solubility.
These examples by themselves fail to differentiate between two alternative readings. So, the idea of a
disposition’s manifestation should be disambiguated before we can move on. In the burgeoning literature
regarding dispositions over the last decade or so, dispositions are often called ‘causal powers’. We think this
expression is tendentious and misleading. We deny what it suggests, namely that causal power lies in objects,
substances, or physical systems. Nevertheless, the persistent use of the term, ‘causal power’ accounts for the
debate about whether the manifestation of a disposition is an event—as we take it here—or whether it is the
productive causality (i.e., the exercise of a causal power for an effect). We side with the majority, treating the
manifestation of a disposition as an event. The third general feature of dispositions is that they have activating
conditions. Striking a vase is an activating condition of fragility; seeing a person in pain or in need is an
activating condition for compassion. Fourth, whatever accounts for an object’s having a disposition (i.e., being
in that particular state-of-being-poised) and the causal relation that holds between its activating conditions
and its manifestations is said to be its grounds or ‘causal base.’ For example, the so-called ‘causal base’ for the
fragility of the vase is the molecular nature of its material.51 Now consider a theistic analysis.
An actual world analysis of dispositions
On our view, a disposition (or “causal power”) is a divine commitment to confer existence on
condition. Whether or not a physical system has a dispositional property is matter of what the actual world
includes. But since the actual world is God’s plan according to which God confers existence, we are in a
position to relate a conception of dispositions to a conception of God’s creative acting according to plan.
Every event is unique and each is connected by a causal process (which we claim is grounded in a divine
commitment). With this in mind, the analysis may be stated as follows:
(1) Let x represent a physical system (object or substance).
(2) Let óx represent a situation involving x (where ó includes the pertinent ‘internal’ state of x and all relevant
‘external’ factors). Alternatively, call this a state of physical system x.
(3) Let D represent a dispositional property.
ä’ä
(4) Let both Cx and [óxÖ{i}]ä Y
represent types of causal processes (Cx is just an abbreviated form
x [óx’ 0{m}]

of the latter), where
(i) Y
x represents the grounds of D, and
(ii) [óxÖ{i}]ä means situation óx satisfies a set {i} of D‘s initiating conditions within duration ä, and

51
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(iii) [óx’ 0 {m}]ä’ä means, situation óx’ is a token of one of D‘s manifestation types occurring over duration
ä’ later than ä.
(5) Let á represent the actual world.
(6) Let Cx* > Cx indicate that Cx* is causally stronger than Cx.
Formally, the analysis is this:
(AW)

x,óx, D, ä,
1. á § [óxÖ{i}]

ä’

Dxä ø
ä”ä’ ä
 = Cx , and
Y
x [óx’ 0{m}]

exactly one of the following:
2. á ì [óxÖ{i}]ä’ or
3. á § [óxÖ{i}]ä’ and á §[óx’ 0{m}]ä”ä’ and Cx* > Cx á ì Cx*ä or
4. á § [óxÖ{i}]ä’ and á ì[óx’ 0{m}]ä”ä’ because Cx* > Cx á § Cx*ä.
Informally, the analysis is this:
For any physical system (object or substance) x, any state of physical system óx, any disposition D, and any
duration ä, physical system x has a disposition D over duration ä52 if and only if
(1) the actual world includes a representation for a type of causal process associated with D and
holding for some duration ä within which óx satisfies a set {i} of D’s initiating conditions over some
duration ä’ and óx’ is a token of one of D‘s manifestation types occurring over duration ä’’ later than
ä’
and exactly one of the following holds: either
(2) the actual world does not include a representation for which óx satisfies a set {i} of D‘s initiating
conditions at ä’ or
(3) (i) the actual world does include a representation for which óx satisfies a set {i} of D‘s initiating
conditions over some duration and (ii) the actual world does include a representation for which óx’
is a token of one of D’s manifestation types occurring over duration ä’’ later than ä’, and (iii) the actual
world does not include any representation for a type of causal process Cx* that is stronger than Cx
over duration ä or
(4) the actual world does include a representation for a type of causal process Cx, but a different
causal process Cx* interferes over duration ä.
Therefore, physical system x has a dispositional property D just in case
(1) and (2) hold, so that D is not manifested at ä’’, or

52

A physical system’s manifesting dispositional property over a duration is for the dispositions of its
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(1) and (3) hold, so that D is manifested at ä’’53, or
(1) and (4) hold, so that D is not manifested because of some interference.54
In other words, whether or not a physical system has a dispositional property is matter of what the actual
world includes. But since the actual world is God’s plan according to which God confers existence, we now
have related a conception of dispositions to a conception of God’s creative acting according to plan. To avoid
misunderstanding and perhaps to preclude objections, let us address a couple of key issues regarding this
analysis.
‘God acts on condition’
We said that a disposition (ontologically considered) may be construed as God’s commitment to act
on condition. What do we mean by the phrase, “on condition”? Let a “situation” be a state of a physical
system. Since the actual world is God’s plan, to say “the actual world includes situation A” is to say “God
plans to create A.” Likewise, to say “the actual world includes a type of causal process“ is to say “God plans
to create a situation A (of some range of types) whenever a previous situation B is created that satisfies a
certain set of conditions.” Or to put it another way, it is to say “God is committed to confer existence to
situation B, on the condition that situation A is realized.” These ideas may be distinguished more easily be
reference to the following, where

á§

[óxÖ{i}]ä’ Y
[óx’ 0 {m}]ä”ä’
x

ä

is

God’s commitment



[óx’ 0 {m}]ä”ä’
[óxÖ{i}]ä’ Y
x



is

a representation for a causal process

is

a representation of a causal process.

[óxÖ{i}]ä’ Y
[óx’ 0 {m}]ä”ä’
x

In sum, God’s commitments govern transitions to successive states of the universe—and this applies
“all the way down” to collapses of wave functions. (The initiating conditions at this level are not other events,
but it is conceivable that such collapses are God’s existence-conferring actions guided by God’s always having
his purposes in mind.) The dynamic universe is orderly because of these commitments to act on condition.
Second, the composite macroscopic objects and systems of our perceptual experience are thereby created and
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sustained by God.55 Finally, the causal structure of the universe results from the various commitments God
has made to act on condition in successively sustaining the universe.
Pandispositionalism
We hold pandispositionalism, the view that all natural properties (as opposed to mathematical or
logical properties) are dispositional and that there are no categorical or (purely) qualitative properties.56 We
also hold that every disposition is a way God confers existence on condition. Taken together these positions
differentiate our view from (secular) neo-Aristotelian pandispositionalists, who treat such dispositions as
independently existing ‘causal powers,’ and from Christian Aristotelians, who hold that God conserves
functionally-independent substances with their active and passive causal powers.57
V. Occasional causation
Divine Compositionalism is a limited occasionalism, applying only to physical causation. Steven Nadler
defines the core thesis of occasionalism as follows: “God is the only true efficient causal agent. He is
immediately, proximately, and solely responsible for all natural events. And God acts causally in the world
only when occasioned to do so by determinate events or states of affairs.”58 Divine Compositionalism fits this
definition as far as it goes, but we have developed it and refined it so that it answers a problem that comes
with traditional occasionalism. As Nadler puts it, “Occasionalism represents one species or variety of
occasional causation, namely, that species in which the proximate and efficient cause whose operation
(through efficient causation) is elicited by the occasional cause is God.”59 Occasional causation is a relation such
that “A substance (event or state of affairs) A induces or elicits—but not efficiently causes—substance (event
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See Marmodoro, Aristotle on Perceiving Objects (Oxford University Press, 2014), for a dispositional view of
perception. We would “translate” her account of Aristotle in to divine action terms.
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For a recent anthology dedicated to the explication and defense pandispositionalism, see Anna Marmodoro,
The Metaphysics of Powers: Their Grounding and Their Manifestations, ed. Anna Marmodoro (Routledge, 2010).
and Michael Esfeld, “Humean Metaphysics Versus a Metaphysics of Powers,” eds. Gerhard Ernst and
Andreas Hüttemann, Time, Chance and Reduction: Philosophical Aspects of Statistical Mechanics (Cambridge:
Cambridge University Press, 2010), 119-135.
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or state of affairs) B to efficiently cause e.“ Nadler then asks, “What, then, is this occasioning relation?” He
reports that “There is no clear answer to this question.” We claim that the occasioning relation described and
schematized by Nadler is the relation constituting a disposition and that a disposition is best analyzed in
terms of God’s compositional, existence-conferring action according to his will or plan.60
We provide not only an account of (efficient) causation, but also an account of occasional causation.
Putting together what we have presented thus far, we now have a more fine-grained view of the relation of
occasional causation in relation to dispositions. (Efficient) causation—as was argued earlier—turns out not
to be a fundamental feature of nature, i.e., it is not (ontologically) primitive in a naturalistic sense. What
seems to be a causal relation between situations (events or states of systems) therefore just is God’s REAL-izing
both according to a commitment. Thus, a ‘cause’ is a situation or event that satisfies a condition of one of
God’s commitments to act on that condition. A divine commitment links two situations, giving us a causal
relation and, when generalized, give us laws of succession. So it is mistaken to conceptualize two causally
related situations (or events) as ó1 ÷ ó2, where the right arrow ÷ represents the productive causality. Rather,
it is better conceptualized as in this graphic representation:
9

9
1

ó

÷

2

ó

The down arrows 9 represent God’s causally-productive, existence-conferring acting.61 Given our analysis
of dispositions, what really connects the situations is God’s commitment to act on condition, and is represented
by the right arrow ÷ .
Recall that there are three relata involved in generic occasional causation: substance (event or state
of affairs) A induces or elicits—but does not efficiently cause—substance (event or state of affairs) B to
efficiently cause e. We can graphically represent this by the symbols: A ÷ B ÷ e. So, for example, consider
the events: A vase shatters when struck by a hammer. The vase manifests its disposition, fragility. When analyzed
in terms of occasional causation, the shattering of the vase (i.e., an event; relatum e; the effect) is occasioned by
its being struck by the hammer (i.e., an event; relatum A; the occasional cause), but is efficiently caused (i.e., a
divine act) by God (i.e., relatum B). God is a causal relatum in one sense, but God’s act is the productive cause.
Again, what we perceive to be the causally necessary connection is, in reality, God’s commitment to act on
condition. The occasioning relation (i.e., the relation between A and B) is a relation between an event and God.
That is, it is a relation between an event (relatum A or [óx]ä’ above) which satisfies the set of initiating
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conditions of one of God’s commitments D to act on condition and God (relatum B or God), who causes an
event (relatum e, which is [óx’]ä”ä’ above) which is one of a range of manifestations associated with a D. In
other words, whereas occasional causation says, “event A is an occasional cause of God’s bringing about event
e,” Divine Compositionalism says, “event A satisfies the set of initiating conditions of one of God commitments
to act on condition, where such acting is event e.” Hence, an event (or a state of a physical system) can be
conceptualized as God’s compositionally-conferring existence over a sequence of Planck moments, creating
a region of the universe. Here we see how our ontological understanding of an event underlies and
legitimizes the physical understanding. In other words, while causation is God’s “REAL-izing” a plan (the
acting), an event is God’s “REAL-ization” of a plan (the result). Here we see a refinement of occasionalism
and one that accounts for causation and dispositions.
VI. A Concluding Summary
The challenge addressed by this paper is to providing a fine-grained account of God’s planned,
intentional divine action in relation to causation (i.e., the causal relata and the causal relation (connection) and
to dispositional properties. We have done this. This is accounted for in terms of God’s existence-conferring
action according to plan and is consistent with the Ghirardi-Rimini-Weber (GRW) realist approaches to
quantum mechanics and the causal set hypothesis of quantum gravity. Thus, underlying all physical reality
and interaction is only God, an ordered domain of possibilities, dispositions, forces, and structures. The domain of
possibilities is the content and extent of God’s awareness of God’s omni-competence. One sequence of such
possibilities is God’s composite plan for the universe, which we refer to as, ‘the actual world.’ Dispositions,
forces, and structures are ways God acts or confers existence. A disposition is one of God’s commitments to
act on condition. Both the actual world and God’s commitments to act on condition are governed by and
subordinated to God’s original ultimate end in creation.62
Causation is a matter of God’s speaking, thinking, imagining, creating, or conferring existence. The
causing, the producing, the bringing about of an event is God’s acting or God’s “REAL-izing” a composite
world state. An event understood scientifically as a sequence of states of a physical system, understood
perceptually as a change, conceived as a manifesting complex of dispositional properties, is really a matter of
a “REAL-ized” composite world state. Ontologically considered, laws of nature—as laws of succession—are
regularities in God’s acting according to plan; as laws of co-existence, laws of nature are the co-ordination of
God’s acting according to plan. ‘Laws of nature’—as law statements—are descriptions of the regularities and
co-ordinations of God actions as perceived and conceived. Such regularities described by laws of succession
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(e.g. Newton’s Law of Inertia) are the manifestations of dispositions. Laws of co-existence (e.g., Newton’s
Law of Universal Gravitation and Boyle’s Law) reflect the co-ordination of God’s acting according to his
commitments in carrying out his plans. Laws as distilled from observed phenomena depend on dispositions
instead of dispositions being determined by laws. Moreover, since every physical system’s wave function
simply is the range of options God has in mind for its localizations over time, that is, for its discrete continuing
existence, then here in God’s existence-conferring acting we have the ontologically fundamental level
grounding the existence and constitution of the physical world—especially what we perceive as material
objects, some of which are the so-called “substances.”
The problem of intervention/non-intervention
Notice that the problem of intervention/non-intervention does not arise under Divine
Compositionalism as it does under concurrentism, because the laws of nature (both of succession and of coexistence) are not intermediaries in divine action, but rather are the regularities of God’s acting, the necessity of
which lies in his commitment to act on condition. The decision to treat the universe as a closed system or an
open system of secondary causes also does not arise, for the causal structure of the universe is a structure of
God’s actings. This notion gives rise to at least two more objections which should be briefly stated and
answered.
The unreality of material objects objection.
Divine Compositionalism entails continuous creation, which is the traditional view that the divine action
required to conserve things in existence is identical to what is required to create in the first place. In each
case—God’s initial creation of an object and God’s sustaining it—God’s confers existence. It has been asserted
that continuous creation is incompatible with the reality of material objects.

In response, Divine

Compositionalism holds that no created thing is ever, in any aspect, self-existent. Only God is a se. The
universe at any moment just is God’s acting or willing it to be. It exists entirely “within God’s consciousness”
(so to speak). A person’s imagining a scenario is a helpful analogy. Thus, Divine Compositionalism may be
thought as a kind of idealism.63 However, the objection fails to distinguish between two kinds of idealism.64
Mens-idealism, rejecting the notion that material objects are real to humans, holds that material objects are
merely phenomenal constructs within the mind. However, there is another kind of idealism, which is called
res-idealism. As H. Darren Hibbs writes, “extramental material objects exist, but they are ontologically
dependent upon a nonmaterial source.”65 Biblical res-idealism holds that material objects are real, but they
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depend entirely on God’s willing them to be. Divine Compositionalism is a version res-idealism.
The author of sin objection.
It may be objected that since Divine Compositionalism holds that the causal structure of the universe
is a structure of God’s actings, then it entails that God is the author of sin. Divine Compositionalism differs from
standard occasionalism in that it applies only to physical causation not to the intentions or choices of free
agents.66 Though it cannot give an ontological analysis, it does provide for a view of human freedom that
preserves the functional independence of the capacity to choose while maintaining its complete ontological
dependence.67 Libertarian-free actions depend on the completion of libertarian-free choices which arise from
the (contingently) causally-immune and (contingently) causally-impotent power (i.e., capacity) of proximal
intention formation. But culpability depends only on the “thoughts and intentions of the heart” so God
cannot be the author of sin on our view. In short, Divine Compositionalism applies only to physical causation;
it does not apply to agent (or mental) causation.

66

This was held by many of the Cartesian occasionalists of the 17th century.

67

See Walter J. Schultz, “‘No-Risk’ Libertarian Freedom: A Refutation of the Free-Will Defense,” Philosophia
Christi, 10.1 (2008), 183-199. The ‘power’ to form proximal intentions is spiritual. It has neural correlates, but
it is not reducible to the physical.
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